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Our sensory landscape is constantly filtered through prior 
expectations and ongoing goals. Under greater uncertainty, 
perceptual processing becomes more susceptible to the influence of 
prior history, which can induce biases that compromise decision-
making. The Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) is a frontal region that 
integrates uncertainty for switch/stay decisions from diverse inputs 
including the pulvinar/lateral posterior nucleus (LP, rodent homolog), 
a higher-order visual thalamic nucleus. Pulvinar inputs to the frontal 
cortex has been implicated in visual decision-making, but information 
conveyed by this pathway has been challenging to resolve given the 
divergent projections of pulvinar neurons. Leveraging genetic tools 
available in rodent models, we performed projection-specific two-
photon calcium imaging & optogenetic manipulations of LP-ACC axons 
in mice performing a random dot motion visual discrimination task. 
We show that LP-ACC visual stimulus representations were gated by 
task engagement, and encoded multiple task variables scaled by 
stimulus uncertainty. Importantly, we found that LP-ACC activity 
further reflected comparisons across stimulus history. Optogenetic 
activation of LP-ACC axons during stimulus evaluation impaired 
perceptual discrimination by altering interactions between current & 
previous trial information. Our findings demonstrate that the LP-ACC 
inputs support decision-making by providing a read-out of ongoing 
uncertainty, integrated over time with behavioral history, to 
adaptively tune neuronal responses and guide goal-directed behavior 
on a trial-to-trial basis.

Pulvinar-Prefrontal inputs facilitate 
adaptive filtering through behavioral 

history to bias visual decision-making
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